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Background: Why Online 
Submission?
 Original mission of ERIC– share hard to find education 
materials broadly

 Share new thoughts and ideas
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Background and Purpose of 
the Online Submission System
 Publishers under agreement are ERIC’s primary sources of 
content 

 Online submission is an important, additional source of 
full-text content

 The Online Submission System was released in July 2014

 IES grantees are required to submit their federally-funded, 
final peer-reviewed manuscripts through online submission

 For non-IES grantees, the system is open to individual 
authors and publishers who meet Selection Policy criteria
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Grantee Requirements
Why are grantees special?

 If I am not a grantee, can I still submit my work to ERIC?
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ED’s Public Access Initiative 
began in FY2012
“Beginning in FY 2012, the Institute of Education Sciences (IES) 
[required] its grantees to submit their peer-reviewed research 
publications to the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC).”

The February 2013 memo from the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy in the Executive Branch required all federal agencies with at least 
$100 million in annual research and development expenditures to 
develop Public Access plans.

This directive confirmed the Institute of Education Sciences 
requirement.
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Education Research grants Request 
for Applications (RFA) for FY2015
“Recipients of awards are expected to publish or otherwise make 
publicly available the results of the work supported through this 
program. 

Institute-funded investigators must submit final manuscripts resulting 
from research supported in whole or in part by the Institute to the 
Education Resources Information Center (ERIC, http://eric.ed.gov) upon 
acceptance for publication. 

An author’s final manuscript is defined as the final version accepted for 
journal publication and includes all graphics and supplemental materials 
that are associated with the article.”

http://ies.ed.gov/funding/pdf/2015_84305A.pdf
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Education Research grants Request 
for Applications (RFA) for FY2015 

“The Institute will make the manuscript available to the public through 
ERIC no later than 12 months after the official date of publication. 

Investigators and their institutions are responsible for ensuring that any 
publishing or copyright agreements concerning submitted articles fully 
comply with this requirement.”

http://ies.ed.gov/funding/pdf/2015_84305A.pdf
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Selection Policy for Submissions
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Selection Policy Criteria

OVERALL SELECTION CRITERIA

 Relevant to education topic(s)

 Quality (completeness, integrity, 
substantive merit, 
utility/importance, education 
research)

 Language—English

Material format

 Peer Review

 Sponsorship

SPECIFIC ONLINE SUBMISSION 
CRITERIA

Must meet overall Selection 
Policy criteria
 Except sponsorship

Must hold copyright
 Author
 Authorized representative

Must grant permission for full-
text display

Must include same information 
on the document as in the record
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Who May Submit Material?
 Individual authors

 Organizations

 Publishers not under agreement with ERIC (non-journal)

 Journal articles may be submitted by grantees or authors only

 Recommend journals for ERIC coverage by emailing 
ERICRequests@ed.gov
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Types of Materials
ACCEPTED

 Conference papers

 Research reports

 Book chapters

 Dissertations

 Practicum papers

 Journal articles

NOT ACCEPTED

 Stand-alone lesson plans

Websites

 Book reviews

 Blog pages

 Subject-matter content

 Entire journal issues from 
publishers
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Online Submission Step-by-
Step
 Step 1 – Link to Online Submission

 Step 2 – Review instructions

 Step 3 – Answer screening questions

 Step 4 – Enter document details

 Step 5 – Include citation and funding specifics

 Step 6 – Submit your work
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Step 1—Link to Online 
Submission
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Step 2—Review Instructions
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Step 3—Answer Screening 
Questions
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If You Answer “No”
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Step 4—Enter Document 
Details
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Writing an ERIC Abstract
WRITING STYLE

 Specific words from paper

 Precise, clear language

 Use objective point of view

 Define terms and acronyms

 Complete sentences

 Use third person—not “I”, “We”

 Active voice for verbs

 150-500 words

ABSTRACT ELEMENTS

 Purpose

Methodology

 Results

 Conclusions

 Recommendations

 Additional data
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Step 4—Enter Document 
Details (continued)
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Step 5—Include Journal Citation 
and Funding Specifics . . .
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. . . With the Funding Entity . . .
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. . .or Conference Details
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Make Sure Information in the 
Form Is on the Document . . .
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. . . And It Will Display in the 
ERIC Record 
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Step 6—Submit!
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What Happens Next?
 The ERIC team retrieves the uploaded record and 
document for review and processing
 Every submission is reviewed for adherence to the 
Selection Policy criteria
 Submissions meeting the criteria are then processed for 
uploading to ERIC
 Submissions not meeting the criteria are not accepted
 Submissions missing information or sections of the document may be 

resubmitted
 Submissions not education related, not in English, or of a type not 

included in ERIC should not be resubmitted
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Ensuring a Smooth Submission 
 Have information in the record match what is on the document
 Remember to include a publication date

Make sure the document is complete with all sections or appendices as 
listed in the Table of Contents

 Do not submit a PDF that includes Track Changes

 Provide an adequate abstract

 Select Yes for a funding source only if the funding was federal

 Have your federal contract or grant number ready to enter into the 
online form

 Never include a social security number in your document
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Wrap-Up
We hope this webinar will—

 Enhance awareness of the value and use of the online 
submission functionality

 Increase the number of high-quality, full-text submissions 
to ERIC, especially of grantee submissions

 Decrease the number of submissions that have to be 
returned due to omissions or inaccuracies
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Q&A

Questions?

 For questions following the webinar, send an 
email to ERICRequests@ed.gov
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THANK YOU!
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